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Cycle bases for lattices of binary matroidswith no Fano dual minor and theirone-element extensionsTam�as FleinerCWI, Amsterdam Winfried Hochst�attlerCenter for Parallel ComputingUniversity of CologneMonique LaurentCWI, Amsterdam Martin LoeblDepartment of Applied MathematicsCharles University, PragueOctober 1, 1998AbstractIn this paper we study the question of existence of a cycle basis (thatis, a basis consisting only of cycles) for the lattice Z(M) generated bythe cycles of a binary matroidM. We show that, if M has no Fano dualminor, then the set of fundamental circuits of any maximal independentset of M can be completed to a cycle basis of Z(M); moreover, for anyone-element extension M0 of such matroid M, any cycle basis for Z(M)can be completed to a cycle basis for Z(M0).1 IntroductionLetM = (E; C) be a binary matroid on a (�nite) set E with cycle space C; thatis, C is a family of subsets of E which is closed under taking symmetric di�er-ences, whose members are called the cycles ofM. The minimal nonempty cyclesare called circuits; then every nonempty cycle is a disjoint union of circuits. Inthis paper we consider the setZ(M) := fXC2C �C�C j �C 2 Z 8C 2 Cg:1



The set Z(M) is clearly a lattice (that is, a discrete subgroup of RE ), called thecycle lattice of M; a basis of Z(M) consisting only of cycles of M is called acycle basis. Recall that a basis of a lattice L is a set B of linearly independentvectors of L that generates L, i.e., such that every vector x 2 L can be expressedas x = Pb2B �bb for some integers �b. As is well known, a lattice generatedby integral vectors admits a basis consisting only of integral vectors (cf. chap.4.1 in [15]). However, a generating set of lattice does not necessarily contain abasis of the lattice in general.Hochst�attler and Loebl [7] conjectured that every cycle lattice admits acycle basis. This conjecture is, in fact, a special case of a more general problemposed by Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent ([2],[3]) in the setting of Delaunaypolytopes (see below for details). Galluccio and Loebl showed the validityof this conjecture for graphic matroids ([4]) and, more generally, for binarymatroids with no F �7 minor ([5]). The proof given in [5] relies on Seymour'sdecomposition results for matroids with no F �7 minor ([16]).In this paper we give a short and elementary proof for the fact that thecycle lattice of a binary matroid with no F �7 minor has a cycle basis and weshow that the cycle lattice of a one-element extension of such matroid alsohas a cycle basis. More precisely, we show that, if M is a binary matroidwith no F �7 minor, then a cycle basis of Z(M) can be obtained from any set offundamental circuits (thus a basis over GF (2)) by adding some circuits that arethe symmetric di�erence of two fundamental ones; the main ingredient for thisresult is the fact that there exist two fundamental circuits of M intersecting inexactly one element (cf. Theorem 2.2). If M0 is a one-element extension of M,then one can extend any cycle basis of Z(M) by an appropriate set of circuitsof M0 in order to obtain a cycle basis of the cycle lattice of M0. Moreover, inboth cases we can construct e�ciently the above mentioned cycle bases.Although cycle bases can be constructed for some other speci�c instances ofmatroids, e.g., for projective spaces and their duals, the question of existenceof a cycle basis remains open for general binary matroids, even for the binarymatroids having the so-called lattice of circuits property (see below for thede�nition). We will make some further observations concerning these matroidsin Remark 2.6. 2



The question of existence of a basis of a special kind has been considered forother lattices generated by combinatorial objects, for instance, for the latticegenerated by the incidence vectors of the perfect matchings of a graph. Thislattice has been studied extensively by Lov�asz [8]; Carvalho, Lucchesi and Murty[13] have shown that this lattice has a basis consisting only of perfect matchings,answering a question posed by Murty [12].In what follows, we introduce some de�nitions and preliminaries that areneeded in the paper. Our notation and terminology are fairly standard and canbe found, e.g., in the textbooks by Oxley [14] and Welsh [18]. We will use thefollowing notation: For a set A � E, we let �A 2 f0; 1gE denote its incidencevector, i.e., �Ae := 1 if and only if e 2 A. Moreover, for a �nite subset X � RE ,we set: Z(X) := fXx2X �xx j �x 2 Z 8x 2 Xg:De�nitions and facts about matroids. Let M = (E; C) be a binary ma-troid. Setting C� := fD � E : jD \ Cj 2 2Z 8C 2 Cg;M� := (E; C�) is also a binary matroid, called the dual of M; the members ofC� are called the cocycles ofM. The minimal nonempty cocycles are called thecocircuits of M.A set I � E is independent in M if it contains no circuit; the maximumcardinality of an independent set is the rank of M. Let T be a maximal inde-pendent set inM. For e 2 E nT , let Ce 2 C denote the fundamental circuit of ewith respect to T ; that is, Ce is the unique circuit such that e 2 Ce � T [ feg.An element e 2 E is a coloop of M if feg is a cocircuit and two distinctelements e; f 2 E are said to be coparallel if fe; fg is a cocircuit. A coparallelclass P is a maximal subset of E whose elements are pairwise coparallel andare not coloops. The matroid M is said to be cosimple if every cocircuit hascardinality � 3.The cycle space of a binary matroid M on E can be realized as the set ofsolutions x 2 f0; 1gE of a linear equation of the form: Mx � 0 (modulo 2),3



for some binary matrix M whose columns are indexed by E; such matrix M iscalled a representation matrix of M.The Fano matroid F7 is the matroid on E := f1; : : : ; 7g represented by thematrix: 0BBB@ 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 0 0 1 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 1 10 0 1 0 1 1 11CCCAand the Fano dual matroid is the dual F �7 of F7. For r � 2, the projective spacePr is the binary matroid represented by the r� (2r � 1) matrix whose columnsare all nonzero 0; 1-vectors of length r; hence, Pr has rank r and P3 = F7.Let M = (E; C) be a binary matroid and let e 2 E. SettingCne := fC 2 C j e 62 Cg; C=e := fC n feg j C 2 Cg;then Mne := (E n feg; Cne) and M=e := (E n feg; C=e) are binary matroidsobtained from M by, respectively, deleting and contracting e. A minor of M isany binary matroid N that can be obtained fromM by a sequence of deletionsand/or contractions.The lattice of circuits property. Let M = (E; C) be a binary matroid.Then, the following holds obviously for all x 2 Z(M) :(1.1) Xe2D xe is even for all cocircuits D 2 C�;(1.2) xf = xg if f and g are coparallel in M;(1.3) xe = 0 if e is a coloop of M:Following Goddyn [6], we say that M has the lattice of circuits property1 if theabove conditions (1.1)-(1.3) characterize Z(M); that is, if any x 2 ZE satisfying1This terminology reects the analogy with the sums of circuits property considered bySeymour [17], a binary matroid having the latter property if the cone generated by its cyclesis completely described by some `obvious necessary' linear conditions. Lov�asz and Seress [10]call a binary matroidM Eulerian if its dualM� has the lattice of circuits property.4



(i)-(iii) belongs to Z(M). As can easily be veri�ed,M has the lattice of circuitsproperty if and only if 2�P 2 Z(M) for every coparallel class P of M. Recallthat the dual lattice of Z(M) is de�ned as(Z(M))� := fx 2 RE jXe2C xe 2 Z 8C 2 Cg:Then, assumingM cosimple, M has the lattice of circuits property if and onlyif (Z(M))� is contained in 12ZE. Note that F �7 does not have the lattice ofcircuits property since 14�E 2 (Z(F �7 ))�.Cunningham [1] has proved that, if M has no F �7 minor then, for everyelement e, there exist two circuits C;C 0 such that C \ C 0 = feg if and only ifevery cocircuit containing e has cardinality � 3; this implies that every binarymatroid with no F �7 minor has the lattice of circuits property. Note that The-orem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 below can be seen as a variation of Cunningham'sresult. Lov�asz and Seress ([10],[11]) studied the lattice of circuits property indetail. In particular, they have given several equivalent characterizations forthe binary matroids having the lattice of circuits property and they have shownthat, if M is cosimple with no P�r+1 minor, then 2r�1ZE � Z(M).The dimension of the cycle lattice Z(M), denoted as dim M, is equal tothe number of coparallel classes of M. In view of relations (1.2) and (1.3), wemay assume without loss of generality that M is cosimple, in which case Z(M)is full-dimensional. We will often use the observation that if B is a set of cyclesofM which generates the lattice Z(M) and has cardinality jBj = dim M, thenB is a basis of Z(M).The basis question for Delaunay polytopes. Let P � Rk be a full-dimensional polytope with set of vertices VP admitting the origin as a vertex.Then, P is said to be a Delaunay polytope if it satis�es the following condi-tions: (i) the set L := Z(VP) is a lattice; (ii) P is inscribed on a sphere; thatis, kx � ck = r for all x 2 VP , for some r > 0 and c 2 Rk with kck = r; (iii)kx � ck � r for all x 2 L, with equality if and only if x 2 VP . (Here, kxkdenotes the Euclidean norm of x 2 Rk .) Deza, Grishukhin and Laurent ([2],[3])posed the following question:Given a Delaunay polytope P , is it always possible to �nd a basisof the lattice L = Z(VP) consisting only of vertices of P ?5



No example of a Delaunay polytope is known for which this question has anegative answer. On the other hand, a basis consisting only of vertices hasbeen constructed for several concrete instances of Delaunay polytopes in [2]. Infact, the question of existence of a cycle basis for a cycle lattice arises as a specialinstance of the above problem. Indeed, for a binary matroid M = (E; C), letconv(C) denote the polytope in RE de�ned as the convex hull of the incidencevectors of the cycles of M. Then, as we see below, conv(C) is a Delaunaypolytope in the lattice Z(M).Lemma 1.4. Let X be a �nite full-dimensional subset of f0; 1gk and set Y :=Z(X)\ f0; 1gk. Then, the polytope conv(Y ) is a Delaunay polytope.Proof. The polytope P := conv(Y ) is full-dimensional in Rk since X isfull-dimensional. Assertion (i) holds obviously since Y consists of integer vec-tors. Let S denote the sphere in Rk with center c := (12 ; : : : ; 12) and radiusr := 12pjEj. Then all points of Y lie on the sphere S, i.e., (ii) holds. We havethat kx� ck2 � r2 =Pe2E xe(xe � 1) � 0 for all x 2 Z(X). Moreover, equalityholds if and only if x 2 f0; 1gk , i.e., if x 2 Y ; thus, (iii) holds. This shows thatP is a Delaunay polytope.Note that, with the notation of Lemma 1.4, it may happen that X is aproper subset of Y . For such an example, let X consist of the unit vectors inRk in which case Y = f0; 1gk . On the other hand, if X consists of the incidencevectors of the cycles of a binary matroidM, then equalityX = Y holds. Indeed,the only (0; 1)-vectors in the cycle lattice Z(M) are the incidence vectors ofcycles (which follows essentially from the fact that (M�)� = M). (Note thatthe equality: Z(X)\f0; 1gk = X for a �nite subset X � f0; 1gk, does not implythat X is closed under taking symmetric di�erences, i.e., X is not necessarilythe cycle space of a binary matroid. For a counterexample, consider the setX � f0; 1g3 consisting of the vectors (0; 0; 0), (1; 0; 0), (1; 1; 0) and (1; 0; 1).)Corollary 1.5. Let M = (E; C) be a cosimple binary matroid. Then, thepolytope conv(C) which is de�ned as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of6



the cycles of M, is a Delaunay polytope.
2 Cycle basis for matroids with no F �7 minorWe indicate here a very simple method for constructing a cycle basis of the cyclelattice of any binary matroid with no F �7 minor. It consists of extending a setof fundamental circuits (thus a basis over GF (2)) to a basis of the cycle latticeby adding some circuits obtained as symmetric di�erence of two fundamentalcircuits. This method can also be applied to some other binary matroids, forinstance, to projective spaces.Let M = (E; C) be a binary matroid, let T be a maximal independent setin M, set T := E n T and, for e 2 T , let Ce denote its fundamental circuit. So,jT j = r if M has rank r and r � jEj � 2 if M is cosimple. We start with aneasy observation.Lemma 2.1. Let A be a set of vectors in ZE. If A generates (over Z) the fun-damental circuits of a given maximal independent set T of M and the vectors2�e (for e 2 T ), then A generates all elements in Z(M) and in 2ZE.Proof. Let C be a cycle in M . Then, C is the symmetric di�erence of thefundamental circuits Ce for e 2 C\T . Hence, x := �C�Pe2C\T �Ce is an evenvector (i.e., x 2 2ZE) which is zero on T . Hence, x 2 Z(A) by the assumption,which implies that �C 2 Z(A) too. Finally, for e 2 T , A generates 2�e since2�e = 2�Ce � 2�Ce\T .The following result will be the main tool for constructing a cycle basis.Theorem 2.2. Let M be a cosimple binary matroid with no F �7 minor. Let Tbe a maximal independent set in M and assume that jT j � 1. Then there existtwo fundamental circuits C and C 0 such that jC \ C 0j = 1.Proof. We begin with observing that, as M is cosimple and the fundamentalcircuits generate over GF (2) all cycles, then for any distinct elements e; f 2 E7



there exists a fundamental circuit C such that jC \ fe; fgj = 1. From thisfollows that there exist two distinct nondisjoint fundamental circuits. Let Cxand Cy (where x; y 2 T ) be two fundamental circuits for which Cx\Cy 6= ; andjCx \ Cyj is minimum. If jCx \ Cyj = 1 we are done. Else, let e; f 2 Cx \ Cy,e 6= f , and let Cz be a fundamental circuit such that jCz \ fe; fgj = 1; say,e 2 Cz, f 62 Cz. Then, there exists an element g 2 Cz \ (Cx n Cy) since, by ourminimality assumption, Cz \ Cx 6� Cx \ Cy n ffg. Similarly, there exists anelement h 2 Cz \ (Cy nCx). Set X := T n fx; y; zg and Y := T n fe; f; g; hg andconsider the matroid M0 := MnX=Y . Then, the circuits Cx; Cy; Cz have thefollowing form: 0BBB@ e f g h Y x y z XCx 1 1 1 0 � 1 0 0 0 : : : 0Cy 1 1 0 1 � 0 1 0 0 : : : 0Cz 1 0 1 1 � 0 0 1 0 : : : 01CCCA:Thus, fe; f; g; hg is a maximal independent set ofM0 with fundamental circuitsthe sets fe; f; g; xg, fe; f; h; yg, and fe; g; h; zg. Therefore, M0 coincides withthe Fano dual matroid F �7 , which contradicts our assumption that M has noF �7 minor.Corollary 2.3. Let M be a cosimple binary matroid with no F �7 minor. LetT be a maximal independent set in M and assume that r := jT j � 1. Then,the elements of T can be ordered as e1; : : : ; er in such a way that, for everyi = 1; : : : ; r, there exist two fundamental circuits Ci, C 0i such that ei 2 Ci\C 0i �fe1; : : : ; eig.Proof. We show the result by induction on the size of the groundset. ByTheorem 2.2, there exists an element e1 2 T and two fundamental circuitsC1; C 01 (with respect toM, T ) such that C1\C 01 = fe1g. We are done if jT j = 1.Otherwise, we considerM0 :=M=e1. Then, T nfe1g is a maximal independentset inM0. Applying the induction assumption toM0 which is cosimple with noF �7 minor, we obtain that the elements of T n fe1g can be ordered as e2; : : : ; erin such a way that, for every i = 2; : : : ; r, there exist two fundamental circuitsDi, D0i (with respect to M0, T n fe1g) such that ei 2 Di \ D0i � fe2; : : : ; eig.8



Then, Di = Ci n fe1g, D0i = C 0i n fe1g where Ci, C 0i are circuits of M. In fact,Ci; C 0i are also fundamental circuits with respect to T in M as each of themcontains a unique element of T . Moreover, ei 2 Ci \ C 0i � fe1; e2; : : : ; eig.An immediate application of Corollary 2.3 is that 2ZE � Z(M) for anycosimple binary matroid M with no F �7 minor; in other words, matroids withno F �7 minor have the lattice of circuits property. We formulate below furtherconsequences.Corollary 2.4. Let M be a binary matroid with no F �7 minor, let P be acoparallel class of M, and let r denote the rank of M.(i) The lattice Z(M) has a basis consisting only of circuits of M; such abasis can be obtained by extending the set of fundamental circuits of anarbitrary maximal independent set by r circuits, each of them being thesymmetric di�erence of two fundamental circuits.(ii) There exist a circuit CP and a set A of circuits of M such that the setA[ fCP g is a basis of the lattice Z(M) and the set fC n P j C 2 Ag is abasis of the lattice Z(M=P ).Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that M is cosimple. We�rst verify (i). Let T be a maximal independent set in M (jT j = r) and letCe (e 2 T ) denote the associated fundamental circuits. If r = 0, then theresult is obvious as the fundamental circuits Ce = feg (e 2 E) constitute acycle basis. We now assume that r � 1. Let T = fe1; : : : ; erg and let Ci; C 0i bethe fundamental circuits provided by Corollary 2.3. Then we consider the setB consisting of the fundamental circuits Ce (e 2 T ) together with the circuitsCei := Ci4C 0i (for ei 2 T ). It follows from Corollary 2.3 that B generates 2�efor e 2 T . According to Lemma 2.1, this implies that B generates all elementsin Z(M). Hence, B is a basis of Z(M) since jBj = jEj and, thus, (i) holds. Wenow verify (ii). As M is cosimple, we have that P := ffg. If ffg is a circuit,then M=f =Mnf and, thus, (ii) holds if we set CP := Cf and A := B n fCP g,where B is the cycle basis of Z(M) constructed above. Otherwise, we set againCP := Cf and A := B n fCP g, where B is the basis constructed above afterchosing for T a maximal independent set ofM containing f . Observe moreover9



that the above construction applied to matroidM=p and its maximal indepen-dent set T n ffg shows that the set fC n P j C 2 Ag is a basis of Z(M=f).Hence, (ii) holds.We close this section with some remarks on possible further applications ofthe above construction method, as well as its limits and open questions.Remark 2.5. The projective space. Recall that the projective space Pr isthe matroid de�ned on the set E := GF (2)r n f0g whose cycles are the linearlydependent (over GF (2)) subsets of E. As we now see, the construction methodpresented earlier in this section applies very easily for �nding a cycle basis ofthe lattice Z(Pr). Indeed, let T := fe1; : : : ; erg be a maximal independent setin Pr. We can suppose that r � 3 (else there is obviously a basis of cycles).Then, every element ei 2 T is the intersection of two fundamental circuits.For instance, the two fundamental circuits fe1; e2; e1 � e2g and fe1; e3; e1 � e3gmeet in e1. Therefore, the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 holds and, thus, the cyclelattice of Pr has a basis consisting of cycles.Note that the above construction method does not apply to the Fano dualmatroid P�3 = F �7 . Indeed, the result from Theorem 2.2 does not hold for F �7since all pairwise intersections of its circuits have cardinality 2. However, thetechnique from the next section will apply to the matroid F �7 since F �7 is ob-viously a one-element extension of a matroid with no F �7 minor. In fact, thecycle lattice of F �7 and, more generally, of the dual P�r of the projective spacehas obviously a cycle basis, since the nonempty cycles of P�r are linearly inde-pendent over R.Remark 2.6. Matroids with the lattice of circuits property. Let usnote again that the question of existence of a cycle basis for the cycle latticeremains open for general binary matroids with the lattice of circuits property.We mention here a possible way of attacking this question. Let M = (E; C)be a cosimple binary matroid, let T be a maximal independent subset of E, letCe (e 2 T ) be the corresponding fundamental circuits, and let W denote the10



matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors of the sets Ce \ Cf (for e; f 2 T ).Lov�asz and Seress [10] have shown that M has the lattice of circuits propertyif and only if the matrix W has full column rank jEj over GF (2). If we could�nd a set I of pairs (e; f) (e 6= f 2 T ) for which the submatrix WI with rowsCe (e 2 T ) and Ce \Cf ((e; f) 2 I) has its determinant equal to 1, then the setfCe (e 2 T ); Ce4Cf ((e; f) 2 I)g would be a cycle basis of Z(M). What wehave shown in Corollary 2.3 is that this goal of �nding a submatrix WI withdeterminant 1 can be achieved in the special case when M has no F �7 minor.Note that for general matroids with the lattice of circuits property, by the abovementioned result of Lov�asz and Seress, there exists an index set I for which thesubmatrix WI has its determinant equal to 1 modulo 2 !
3 One-element extensions of matroids with no Fanodual minorGiven a binary matroid M on a set E, a one-element extension of M is anybinary matroid N on E [ ftg (where t is an additional element not belongingto E) such that Nnt = M. We show in this section that, if M is a matroidwith no F �7 minor, then the cycle lattice of any one-element extension of Malso admits a cycle basis, obtained by extending any cycle basis of the cyclelattice of M.One-element extensions can be described in the following manner. Let Mbe a binary matroid on E and let � be a subset of E. Call a set A � E �-even(resp. �-odd) if jA\�j is even (resp. odd). LetM� denote the binary matroidon E [ ftg (t is an additional element not belonging to E) whose cycles arethe cycles of M and the sets (C4�) [ ftg, where C is a cycle of M; hence,the cocycles of M� are the �-even cocycles of M and the sets D [ ftg whereD is a �-odd cocycle of M. Obviously, M� = MC4� for any cycle C of M.Clearly, M�nt = M and any one-element extension of M is of the form M�for an appropriate � � E.It is useful to observe how the contraction operation applies to the one-element extension matroid M�; namely, M�=f = (M=f)�nffg for any f 2 E.11



When M is a graphic matroid, the matroid M� is also known under thename of graft matroid (cf. [9], [16]); Goddyn [6] has posed the question ofdescribing the cycle lattice of graft matroids. Note that the Fano dual matroidF �7 is, in fact, a graft matroid. Indeed, F �7 can be seen as a one-element extensionof the graphic matroid of the complete bipartite graph K2;3, taking for � theset of edges adjacent to a given node of degree 3. Hence, the results of thissection apply for constructing a cycle basis of Z(F �7 ). Moreover, this exampleshows that the one-element extension of a matroid with the lattice of circuitsproperty does not need to have this property. We will give in Corollary 3.2 acharacterization of the one-element extensions of matroids with no F �7 minorhaving the lattice of circuits property.Theorem 3.1. Let M be a binary matroid on E with no F �7 minor, let � � E,and let M� be the corresponding one-element extension of M. Then every cy-cle basis BM of Z(M) can be extended to a cycle basis B of Z(M�); moreover,if all members of BM are circuits then the same can be assumed about B.Proof. We begin with noting that it su�ces to show the result for one speci�cbasis of Z(M); indeed, if BM and B0M are two bases of Z(M) and if B� is a setof cycles of M� for which BM [ B� is a basis of Z(M�), then B0M [ B� too isa basis of Z(M�). Thus we �x a basis BM of Z(M) consisting only of circuits(it exists by Corollary 2.4). We show that we can �nd a set of circuits of M�which together with BM forms a basis of Z(M�). The proof is by inductionon jEj. As observed earlier, we may assume without loss of generality that thematroid M� is cosimple. Hence, M has no coloop, but M may contain somecocircuits of size 2, all of them being �-odd. Therefore, every coparallel classP of M satis�es jP \�j � 1 and jP n�j � 1. We distinguish the following twocases.Case 1: All coparallel classes of M have cardinality 2. Then, the setB := BM [ f(C4�) [ ftg j C 2 BMg [ f� [ ftggis a cycle basis of Z(M�). Indeed, as B has the right cardinality, it su�ces to12



verify that it generates all cycles of M�. For this, let C be a cycle of M; then�C = XB2BM �B�Bwhere the �B 's are integers. Therefore,�(C4�)[ftg = XB2BM �B�(B4�)[ftg + (1� XB2BM �B)��[ftgbelongs to Z(B).Case 2: M has a coparallel class P := fpg of cardinality 1. By Corollary 2.4,there exist a circuit CP and a set A of circuits ofM such that BM := A[fCP gis a basis of Z(M) and A0 := fA nP j A 2 Ag is a basis of Z(M=p). By the in-duction assumption applied to matroidM=p, there exists a set D0 of circuits of(M=p)�nfpg =M�=p such that A0[D0 is a basis of Z(M�=p). For each D0 2 D0,let D be a circuit of M� such that D n fpg = D0 and set D := fD j D0 2 D0g:We claim that the set B := A[D[fCP g is a basis of the lattice Z(M�). As Bhas the right cardinality, it su�ces to verify that B generates all cycles of M�.Let C be a cycle of M�. Then, the set C n fpg is a cycle of M�=p and thus isgenerated by A0 [ D0. From this follows that �C + ��p is generated by A [Dfor some integer �. If � is even, then ��p is generated by A [ fCP g since Mhas the lattice of circuits property; otherwise, fpg is a circuit and CP = fpg.Hence, �C is generated by B in both cases.It follows from a result of Lov�asz and Seress [11] that 4ZE[ftg � Z(M�) ifM� is a (cosimple) one-element extension of a matroid M with no F �7 minor.The next result characterizes when M� has the lattice of circuits property.Corollary 3.2. Let M be a matroid on E with no F �7 minor and let M�be a one-element extension of M. Then, M� does not have the lattice ofcircuits property if and only if there exist elements e1; : : : ; ek; f1; : : : ; fk 2 E(k � 3) such that the set fe1; : : : ; ekg is a cocircuit of M while the sets fei; fig(i = 1; : : : ; k) are �-odd cocircuits of M.Proof. Suppose �rst that such cocircuits exist; we show that M� does nothave the lattice of circuits property by constructing a vector x 2 14ZE[ftg n13



12ZE[ftg belonging to the dual lattice (Z(M�))�. For this, set x(ei) = x(fi) := 14(i = 1; : : : ; k), x(t) := 0; 34 ; 12 ; 14 if k is congruent to 0,1,2,3 modulo 4, respec-tively, and x(e) := 0 for all remaining elements e 2 E. We show the converseimplication by induction on the size of E. Assume that M� does not havethe lattice of circuits property. We can suppose without loss of generality thatM� is cosimple. We distinguish again the two cases considered in the proof ofTheorem 3.1.Consider �rst Case 1; that is, E = fe1; f1; : : : ; em; fmg, � = fe1; : : : ; emgand fei; fig is a �-odd cocircuit of M for every i = 1; : : : ;m. Then, m � 3for, if not, then M� is a matroid on � 5 elements and thus has the latticeof circuits property. We claim that the set � contains a cocircuit of M. For,if not, then E n � is maximal independent in M which implies that every setfei; fig is a cycle of M; then, one can easily verify that 2ZE[ftg � Z(M�) andthus M has the lattice of circuits property. Therefore, � contains a cocircuit.Such cocircuit has cardinality � 3 sinceM� is cosimple and, thus, we are done.Consider now Case 2; that is, M has a coparallel class fpg of cardinality 1.We claim thatM�=p does not have the lattice of circuits property. For, supposethat M�=p has the lattice of circuits property; then we show that M� too hasthe lattice of circuits property. Indeed, 2�p 2 Z(M) � Z(M�); for e 2 E n fpg,2�e 2 Z(M�=p) which implies that 2�e+��p 2 Z(M�) for some integer � and,thus, 2�e 2 Z(M�); �nally, 2�t = 2��[ftg � 2�� 2 Z(M�). Using the induc-tion assumption applied toM=p, there exist elements e1; f1; : : : ; ek; fk 2 Enfpg(k � 3) such that fe1; : : : ; ekg is a cocircuit ofM=p and every fei; fig i a �-oddcocircuit of M=p. Hence, we have found the desired cocircuits of M and weare done.We conclude this section with an observation on the limits of local construc-tions. It has been observed in [7] that, given a cycle basis of the cycle lattice ofa contraction minor M=e of a binary matroid M, it is in general not possibleto extend it to a cycle basis of the cycle lattice of M. We now give an exampleshowing that the same holds if we are given a cycle basis of a deletion minorMne of M.
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Lemma 3.3. Let M be a cosimple binary matroid on E and let e 2 E. As-sume that M has the lattice of circuits property and that Mne does not have thelattice of circuits property. Then any cycle basis for Z(M) must have at leasttwo cycles containing e. Therefore, if Mne is cosimple, then no cycle basis ofZ(M) exists that contains a cycle basis of Z(Mne).Proof. By the assumption, there exists a coparallel class P inMne such that2�P 2 Z(M)nZ(Mne). This implies that any cycle basis of Z(M) must containat least two cycles containing the element e.As an example of a matroid satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.3, considerthe matroid S8 on the set fe1; : : : ; e8g represented by the following matrix:0BBBBBB@
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e81 0 0 0 1 1 1 10 1 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

1CCCCCCA:Then, S8ne1 � F �7 , both F �7 and S8 are cosimple, and S8 has the lattice of cir-cuits property while F �7 does not have it. To see that S8 has the lattice of circuitsproperty, one can note that S8 is, in fact, a graft matroid and use Corollary 3.2.Indeed, S8 is the graft matroid of the graph from Figure 1 taking T := f1; 2; 3; 4g(and labeling the edges 15; 25; 35; 45; 12; 13; 14 as e1; : : : ; e7, respectively, andthe additional element t as e8). Therefore, S8 admits a cycle basis by Theorem3.1. (Alternatively, one can note that the set T 0 := fe1; e2; e3; e4g is a maxi-mal independent set in S8 and that the pairwise intersections of fundamentalcircuits are the sets fe1g and fe1; eig for i = 2; 3; 4. This argument shows thatS8 has the lattice of circuits property and that a cycle basis for Z(S8) can beconstructed by applying the technique from Section 2.)Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Jim Geelen and LexSchrijver for fruitful discussions.
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